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I spent most of my life believing I was flawed, ugly, and that there was something
wrong with me to the core of my being. I was taught to trust the wrong people
through events in my childhood. I found myself in so many abusive relationships
and wasn't even aware of the fact that they were abusive. I was shut down, living
in "fright or flight," not able to think for myself. It was what I knew to be normal. It
took a Near-Death Experience to reconnect myself to my spirit, I then was able to
look at my life from a audience perspective. That's when I discovered I was living
in complete fear. So much fear that I had attracted a man involved in a Satanic
Cult into my life. How did I end up with a man involved in a Satanic Cult I tell a
very honest, raw, revealing story of how damaging abuse and bullying was to the
emotional part of me. I share tools and techniques that allowed me to heal my
wounds. I believe that had I not had the NDE I would not be alive! I do not share
details of the abuse however this book is not for the faint of heart! My journey has
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been terrifying at times, there were moments when I was hanging on by a thread.
Yet in those moments I found the strength to my healing. The journey was so
guided and I know that I was meant to experience everything to write this book. It
is my honour to share how I healed my childhood emotional wounds of bullying
and abuse at the hands of my father, as well as my peers. This book is so
revilement with the times we are in, "Me Too."
Ancient Aliens meets The Da Vinci Code: What Alex Jones, Coast to Coast AM
and David Wilcock didn't tell you. Ancient conspiracies, secrets and legend:
Could ancient secrets have an effect on the polarized human life we live today?
What are the origins of the "me too" movement and conflicts between the sexes?
Where does the Russian meddling begin and end? From Dan Brown and the Da
Vinci Code, Daniel Silva and The Unlikely Spy, to The Illuminatus Trilogy by
Robert Shea and Robert Anton Wilson, writers have explored the secrets of
religion, government agencies such as the FBI and CIA, the 'deep state', shadow
governments and big business as they seek to establish, manage and control the
advent of a New World Order. What is their ultimate goal? What truths do they
seek to hide? Who is it that truly controls the events that affect human life?This
book explores historical elements such as the impact of the Russian Revolution,
biblical references and the fall of the Soviet Union as well as the story of Lucifer
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and the Fallen Angels, the book of Enoch and the role of the Vatican in shaping
human history. Organized crime, the Mafia and a deep secret paranormal
administrative body that truly influences and guides human kind are also
explored as they too seek to exploit humanity in their sinister ambitions. The
Narrator is the Author, Dee Martin, drawn innocently into the quest as a scribe,
observer and historian but for what ultimate end? The main character is the
erudite assassin Mr. French, employed by a deep, secretive administration to rebalance the scales of justice supporting a deep ancient conspiracy while readying
the landscape for a final battle. We drift into and out of the backstory of the
biblical fall of the Angels referenced but largely written out of the Bible although
detailed by a man who walked with God....Enoch. A beautiful young girl taken
from her village and exploited during The Fall is explored. The spirit of this long
forgotten child is relived through the character of 'The Waif', a gorgeous, sardonic
bartender in our modern world with attitude, whose curiosity thrusts her headlong
into the story and into a whirlwind romance. 'The Waif' symbolizes the curious,
independent and intrepid feminine spirit that seeks to recover from this fall, a
spirit subordinated and marginalized throughout time yet a spirit whose time to
rise has come. But is it all too late?
Lucy has a secret that if revealed could create havoc in Mary's life, but Lucy is
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not sure how long she will be able to keep quiet.
ENTER THE MYSTERY OF YOUR LIFE From the depths of Mystery come the
Secrets of Heaven. They have come to take you deeper into the experience of
Mystery and purpose that surrounds your presence in the world. The Angels of
Heaven seek to share with you what has long been forgotten in the world.
Miraculously, as if whispered across time and space, these secrets have now
come to you. You have found them. At a time of great change in the world,
Heaven seeks to reveal to you the long-forgotten truths that once guided the
prophets, poets, messengers and mystics throughout the ages. Here the ancient
memory and awareness that dwells within you can be rekindled, revealing your
greater gifts and purpose in the world. The Secrets of Heaven hold the power to
unlock these gifts, deep at the heart of humanity. With these gifts, there is new
hope for the world. Heaven asks you to receive its secrets. Each secret is a
window into a greater reality. Each secret is an opportunity to peer through the
looking glass, and see ourselves as we are seen from above. Now we are
looking through the eyes of Heaven to see ourselves, others and the world as
never before. The newest book of revelation from The New Message from God,
Secrets of Heaven contains the first and earliest utterances of the New Message
from God. These secrets were revealed starting in 1983 in the deserts of the
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American Southwest, upon the Messenger Marshall Vian Summers' initiation by
the Angelic Assembly and their mysterious mandate that he open himself to their
presence and begin to "record." What you will find in these pages are those first
words, recorded, preserved through time and now made available to the world.
1896 Translated from the Slavonic by W.R. Morfill. Reader in Russian and the
other Slavonic languages. Edited, with introductory notes & indices by R. H.
Charles, M.A., Trintiy college, Dublin & Exeter college, Oxford. (1896). the
Secrets of Enoch is.
(6x9 perfect bound book) Most human cares the most and most curious about is
Heaven. Because Heaven is the most desired world, next level to the Earth, and
not too difficult to get there. Lots of people have fantasies about Heaven but none
of human knows the truth about Heaven The reason for this book is to encourage
human to improve themselves, to live happier and to live in love and most
importantly, Care about other human being. As Sapphire has mastered the skills
of Astral Projection, that helps Sapphire to visit Heaven and other part of
universe frequently. And Sapphire wants to reveal these secrets, so most human
has a more clear concept about: What is Heaven, what is over there, how
Heaven people live and why it is called Heaven? One of the biggest secrets
about Heaven is written in this book, you have to read page by page until you
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reach that page. And to inspire human to have a goal to reach Heaven
afterlife.(International shipping is available on this site.)
"The exchanged life." Hudson Taylor first used the term to describe what it
means to know Christ as our sufficiency in all things. Taylor is but one of the
many Christian luminaries who have discovered Christ as the secret to abundant
living. John Bunyan, Andrew Murray, Amy Carmichael, Oswald Chambers,
Charles Finney--behind the varied lives and personalities of these and other men
and women lies a common theme, a pattern that leads from desperation to the
abundant life Jesus promised. From their stories, we too can find the path to
deeper faith and a more vital relationship with God. In They Found the Secret,
Raymond Edman presents the lives of twenty well-known and little-known
Christians. "The details of their experience of the crisis of the deeper life are
delightfully different," Edman writes, "yet their testimony to the reality of the joy
and power of the Spirit-filled life is unanimous . . . It is [the Lord] who satisfies the
longing soul. He is the secret of the exchanged life!"
Raneous, is the young son of the great Palladon, the swiftest and strongest of the Heavenly
Host winged horses. Full of youthful idealism, he is eager to begin his training against the
Darkland demons. Finally, after many months of flight training, he accompanies an angelic
scouting party on a short mission to the miserable realm of the Borderlands. Excitement turns
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seemingly abandoned, and unable to fly in the mortal world, Raneous begins his quest to
return to the heavenly realm. Through his friendship with a troubled boy, Brian, Raneous learns
to fight the demons lurking in the shadows, but also the darkness of the mind. Can he trust the
goodness of what he has been taught? Has the High King abandoned him? Why has no one
come for him? Join Raneous and Brian as they battle dark forces of evil, learn the true secrets
for victory, and step into the power and freedom of becoming a true servant of the High King.
Horse lovers, and warriors of all ages will love to take this coming-of-age journey with the
beloved winged colt, Raneous.
From the attic of Driftwood House there are stunning views of the deep green sea and
sapphire sky. But Rosie can’t tear her eyes away from the faded photograph in her hands, and
the words written on the back that will change everything… Back in the tiny seaside village of
Heaven’s Cove after the death of her mother, all Rosie Merchant wants is to hide her tears,
rent out her childhood home, and get back to her ‘real’ life, away from the gossiping villagers
and wild Devon weather she escaped from years ago. She’s surprised to find a smiling man in
hiking boots – local farmer Liam – waiting on the stone doorstep. His kind offer to help clear
crumbling, isolated Driftwood House is hard to refuse, and despite Rosie’s determination not
to let anyone get close, soon they’re walking and laughing together along the clifftops. As
clouds scud across the endless sky and green waves crash against the shore, Rosie is
reminded that nowhere is more beautiful than home. Then, up in the attic of Driftwood House,
Rosie stumbles across a photo which exposes the heart-stopping truth about how her mother
came to live at Driftwood House years ago… and Liam only seems concerned about the
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run from Heaven’s Cove for good? Or will facing up to her devastating family history mean
Rosie can finally put down roots in this beautiful place? Get whisked away to the rugged,
sweeping Devon coastline in this gripping story about old secrets, learning how to trust, and
finding where home is. Fans of Debbie Macomber, Barbara O’Neal and Mary Alice Monroe will
adore this gorgeous and uplifting read. Read what everyone’s saying about Secrets at the
Last House Before the Sea: ‘Wow, wow, wow!!!! I absolutely loved this book!!!... I was
captivated… The tears began flowing before I got to the end of the first chapter… my heart
literally broke… wonderful… stunning… kept me hooked until the very last word… Loved, loved,
loved it!!!’ Stardust Book Reviews, ????? ‘Captivating and heart-warming… A perfect summer
read… I was absolutely hooked from page one until 1.30am in the morning when I finished
having not been able to put it down.’ Bookworm1986, ????? ‘Absolutely breathtaking! From
the first chapter, I was hooked and loved every moment… truly a beautiful tale… outstanding.’
Cara's Book Boudoir, ????? ‘Had me gripped and wanting more… I had to tear myself away
from reading to head off to work… absolutely loved this book.’ Goodreads reviewer, ?????
‘Gorgeous… I was mesmerised… This is a story that keeps you guessing… beautiful… idyllic…
fabulous… pure escapism, heart-warming, and left me with a smile on my face.’ Whispering
Stories, ????? ‘Liz Eeles whisked me away… vivid and gorgeous… amazing… exceptional…
wonderful… delightful.’ Berit Talks Books ‘Put on the kettle for some tea and grab yourself a
scone… because you are going to want to binge read Secrets at the Last House Before the
Sea… gripping and emotional page-turner!’ Goodreads reviewer, ????? ‘A wonderfully
addictive read… I read this book in a day and would whole-heartedly recommend it.’
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characters in a beautiful
story!’ Goodreads reviewer ‘A charming, cozy, uplifting book… absolutely loved.’ Goodreads
reviewer
When a man discovers his father in New York has long had another, secret, family—a wife and
two kids—the interlocking fates of both families lead to surprise loyalties, love triangles, and a
reservoir of inner strength in this "expansive and elegantly crafted novel" (Fresh Air, NPR).
"Rich with the complexities of life . . . the stories create a world made fully dimensional through
changes of perspective—major characters appear and reappear as part of one or another’s
experience and testimony . . . Pull any life’s thread and you discover a mesh of involvement
that soon takes in all the others. It is a fine thing, subtly done, and truly exhilarating." —The Wall
Street Journal Ethan, a young lawyer in New York, learns that his father has long kept a
second family—a Thai wife and two kids living in Queens. In the aftermath of this revelation,
Ethan's mother spends a year working abroad, returning much changed, as events introduce
her to the other wife. Across town, Ethan's half brothers are caught in their own complicated
journeys: one brother's penchant for minor delinquency has escalated, and the other must
travel to Bangkok to bail him out, while the bargains their mother has struck about love and
money continue to shape their lives. As Ethan finds himself caught in a love triangle of his own,
the interwoven fates of these two households elegantly unfurl to encompass a woman rallying
to help an ill brother with an unreliable lover and a filmmaker with a girlhood spent in Nepal.
Evoking a generous and humane spirit, and a story that ranges over three continents, Secrets
of Happiness elucidates the ways people marshal the resources at hand to forge their own
forms of joy.
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centuries have now re-surfaced into a new age. Secrets of Heaven is a book of parables and
stories that uplift the spirit, uproot the mind, and create a sense of purpose and meaning to
one's life. It establishes the true identity of man. For years, man has followed the traditions of
other men. This book breaks that cycle.
Bill went through a season of the presence of God overtaken his life and brought supernatural
favor, power, revelations, open visions and encounters with Heaven. Many are satisfied with a
little touch of heaven. There are hidden things waiting to be discovered for such a time as this.
Why wait until we die to have heavenly experiences. You will love this book, The Supernatural
Realm.
This "is the nonfiction disclosure of the inside facts regarding God's ultimate plan for soul
reclamation including the healing and unification of earth with the other peaceful planets in the
universe." --P. [4] of cover.
Wang Fan is safe from the Black Corpses. Or is he? As a new member of the Naturalism Sect,
life has become a grind as he strives to keep a low profile to stay alive in the Fourth Earth. On
a mission for his coterie, things quickly go awry when the hothead leader blows their cover.
The situation starts to spiral out of control, threatening not just Wang Fan's new friendships,
but his very life. Worse, Wang Fan soon realizes he's being followed. But by who? And why? In
the thrilling followup to The Heretic Peacekeeper, Wang Fan learns more realities about the
Grand Kingdom, and struggles to stabilize his cultivation base to avoid a deadly burnout. He
experiences bitter struggle and gritty fights. And on top of it all... he has a girlfriend. Order now!

As one of the most comprehensive books on spirituality ever written Everything
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You Need To Know to Get To Heaven answers all of life's major questions, and
more! Gary J. McDonald successfully merges spirituality with religion, science,
and new age concepts into one easy to understand book. Everything You Need
To Know to Get To Heaven decodes the Holy Bible's New Testament, redefines
the Holy Trinity in a new and enlightening manner and provides convincing
arguments for the evolution of consciousness, the big bang, and Darwin's
"missing link." Revealed within this book is the secret behind the ominous 2012
prophecy as prophesized by Edgar Cayce, Nostradamus, the Hopi elders, and
the Mayans. The mysteries behind God's universal laws, karma, Original Sin,
Adam and Eve, the Garden of Eden, heaven and hell, angels and devils, life after
death, dreams, out-of-body-travel, soul mates and twin flames, chakras, quantum
theory, guidelines for a successful marriage, spiritual contracts and the final
judgment are revealed in this spectacular nonfiction work. As a Licensed
Professional Counselor, the author further discloses simple but effective ways in
which to make positive changes in your life now.
DIVWe live in an age when events and circumstances fill us with questions and
apprehension: “What is going on?” “Why are these things happening?” “What is
going to happen next?” Like the commercial about E. F. Hutton, the world is
longing to eavesdrop on sec/div
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The notion of a parallel universe has intrigued the human mind for millennia. This
book, however, is not about science fiction; it is about real life. Indeed, Jesus
Christ himself, the most "real" human being that ever existed, spoke of the
"Kingdom of Heaven" almost as though it were another dimension--a parallel
universe.
> As seen on ABC TV
Two sisters come to terms with their extraordinary powers in a new middle grade
fantasy from Supergirl’s Melissa Benoist and her sister, the writer Jessica
Benoist, with the New York Times bestselling author, Mariko Tamaki Ellie
McFadden has intuitive gifts. She can sense what other living things are feeling.
She can even talk to animals! Too bad she can’t connect with her twin sister,
Parker. Parker McFadden has kinetic gifts. She can cause shocks to the earth
and produce heat energy that explodes from her body like fire, especially when
she is angry. The sisters aren’t aware of the legacy they inherited from their
mother until, on their thirteenth birthday, two mysterious relatives on the Power
side whisk them off to an isolated sanctuary called Haven. Ellie immediately
adapts to their new routine, but Parker has one impulse: to get back to her
normal life of friends and sports, fast. Unlocking Haven’s secrets is just the
beginning of what Ellie and Parker can do if they choose to work together to
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harness their abilities. But the sinister force that took their mother has other
plans; and if the sisters’ fragile relationship succumbs to The Danger, a terrible
fate may befall the people they love. This epic tale of two remarkable girls and
the powers they wield is sure to appeal to fans of Chris Colfer, Rick Riordan, and
Tui T. Sutherland.
SECRETS ARE AT HOME HERE . . . The Heavenstone sisters live with their
mother and father in a grand old mansion in bluegrass Kentucky. Semantha, the
younger and prettier one, is afraid of so many things— darkness, strange noises,
mysterious whispers in the night. But nothing frightens her more than her sister,
Cassie. She is older and wiser, and always telling Semantha what to do, what to
wear, and how to behave around those wicked boys at school. Semantha has her
eye on one special guy—but Cassie has other plans for her. In the Heavenstone
house, big sister knows best. . . . AND THERE’S NO ESCAPE. When tragedy
strikes like a lightning bolt from heaven, Semantha’s life becomes a living hell.
Under Cassie’s constant, watchful eye, she feels like a prisoner—a helpless pawn
in her sister’s cruel game. When Cassie begins wearing their mother’s clothes
and vying for their father’s affections, Semantha realizes she must bring their
twisted sibling rivalry to an end . . . before a new generation is born.
Mei Ling, Raj, Emily and Solomon have no idea why they have been selected for
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this assignment. Together they must learn to trust each other and decipher truth
from illusion in search of the seven secrets of the universe. Mother Nature is
finally ready to regenerate the planet, tired of human misuse and abuse. Human
beings will join the regeneration process only if these four International School
students are able to discover the Seven Secrets in time. A master of illusion will
do everything in her power to stop them with obstacles - both inner and outer.
Beijing is the setting for this adventure of the spirit.
Capt. Dale Black, a former airline pilot, has flown all around the globe. One flight
transformed his life forever¿an incredible visit to Heaven¿following a horrific
airplane crash from which he was the only survivor.In perhaps aviation¿s most
ironic accident, his aircraft slammed into a cemetery¿s 7-story tall mausoleum,
erected in memory of dead pilots. Dale sustained massive, life-threatening
injuries as his plane disintegrated upon impact, in what officials declared a ¿nonsurvivable¿ accident. Because the wonders of Heaven which Dale saw, heard
and learned, turned his life inside out, he continually strives to live as a reflection
of his experience.Travel with Dale on a breath-taking journey throughout
Heaven¿s countryside and the Celestial City. Savor his in-depth descriptions
which experts agree are biblically sound and rich with meaning. Discover
surprising details about the people, animals, music, mansions, and angels, the
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Book of Life, the Gates of Pearl and more.Beyond the sensory feast, you¿ll enjoy
knowing abundantly more about the God Who loves you and the perfect life He¿s
prepared for His children.
Mugan, an unlikely Hero!! These are perilous times in the beautiful realm of
Heaven. His best friend has turned against God and he must make the terrible
choice of either choosing his best friend, Lucifer, son of the morning or the
Godhead, who he swore to love and protect. He must make this choice and
either decision have dire consequences to his relationship between the brother
and the Godhead who created him. Mugan is someone we can identify with as he
deals with the difficult decisions that we all deal with on a day to day basis. Like
Mugan, we all must choose whether we will follow God or our own passions,
friends or family.
Following on from the hugely popular 'Angel Saved My Life' series comes a
moving new collection of real-life stories from the Afterlife.
On Earth, Jesus taught a strict message to Israelites about obeying the law–or
else. But after Christ returned to heaven, He gave a new message of pure grace
to the apostle Paul, telling Paul to take the message to Gentiles–all the nonIsraelite nations. Ever since then, people have confused these two messages,
trying to do law, while talking about grace. But it's either/or–not both. This video
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introduces you to the Scriptural teaching of two gospels: One to Israelites, and
one to Gentiles. “For I (Paul) was entrusted with the gospel of Uncircumcision
(no law), according as Peter (was given) the Circumcision gospel” Galatians 2:7.
What if every father discovered his true identity, power, and necessity? A
father’s mission is to be a link between heaven and earth, between God and his
children. He does this by becoming the voice of the Father that his children
cannot hear, the face of the Father that his children cannot see, and the touch of
the Father that his children cannot feel. This is his mission, his challenge, and his
call to glory. Show Us the Father contains the battle plan for living out this call,
offering seven secrets to becoming the father that God has created and destined
you to be. It is time for fathers to enter this battle, fully armed, with the bold
commitment to sacrifice themselves for their wives, children, and the future of
humanity by becoming like St. Joseph, a father on earth like the Father in
heaven.
Spot the difference is an amazing activity that boosts your child's fine-ground
perception. Fine-ground perception is the skill that would allow children to see inbetween the negative spaces. This makes it possible to locate hidden objects,
which is an important element to learning math and reading. Don't forget to
checkout with a copy of this activity book today!
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Alise has uncovered a web of family secrets reading her mother's journals that
connect to the lives of those closest to her. Now she has to contend with her new
career as Director of Global Charity at TG and the irresistible Tyler Moore, while
harboring secrets of her own. Tyler Moore is new in town and wants to make his
mark on the world as the new Director of Marketing at TG, but at the same time
he wants Alise Addison with a passion he's never known. Tyler becomes
engrossed in Alise's life as an old flame from her mother's past returns to exact
revenge, while also harboring a secret that threatens a relationship between
them. Together Alise and Tyler are about to discover that every family has their
secrets and some family secrets should stay hidden. Excerpt: My Secrets: Book
Two in The Secret Series "You've known about this for weeks! Alise, I trusted you
and you lied to me! What else are you keeping from me?" He really didn't want
me to answer that question because it was a truckload of secrets. "As a matter of
fact you know what don't answer that! You were right. Your just like your mother!"
In her powerful, prophetic teaching style, bestselling author Jennifer Eivaz helps
readers to continually sharpen their gifting in order to minister healing, breakthrough,
and a supernatural display of God's glory. Helping those with this unique and powerful
anointing, she teaches how to · learn the value of spending time in the secret place with
God · distinguish the extraordinary voice of God · grow in knowledge of signs and
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when to keep a prophetic
word, and when to let it go The world is desperate to hear the voice of God clearly--it is
vital that his prophets give true expression to all that is on his heart. Are you prepared
to become all God has created you to be?
HEAVEN RIDE is a suspense-filled techno-thriller about two loyal friends who unlock
secrets of the human soul and discover a way to eject the soul and long-term memory
on its path to heaven and then bring it back. As they build Heaven Ride into the most
lucrative empire the world has ever known, ruthless rivals embark on a campaign of
deceit, treachery and betrayal to wrest Heaven Ride from its owners for their own
insidious plan.* * *David Brownington, a brilliant entrepreneurial mastermind with a
leading business incubator, comes in contact with a mysterious technology. His close
friend, JW Gomez, a third-year Ph.D. candidate, supercedes the boundaries of his
doctoral studies using a bio-pod that creates out-of-body experiences. Driven by
memories of his little brother who perished in a gruesome accident as a child, JW's
extra-curricular studies of sudden traumatic death lead to the astonishing discovery of
the human soul. When David and JW merge these devices, they stumble upon the
highway to heaven.Each of them falls in love as their miracle is launched to the world.
Millions take the trip. As Heaven Ride prospers, its repercussions ripple throughout
society. Protests, bombs and kidnappings threaten to shut it down, posing risks to
David, JW, their friends and families. With HEAVEN RIDE, John Eccleston and Kerry
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and corruption. It's an intricate and interesting tale of mankind's most startling invention,
and technology gone awry.
When his disciples asked Jesus why he spoke in parables, Jesus did not say that the
parables made his teachings easier to understand. Instead, he indicated that many
people would misunderstand his parables. He suggested that they were spoken in a
code that would only be understood by believers. "To you has been given to know the
secrets of the kingdom of heaven, but to them it has not been given," he said (Matthew
13:11).What secrets are these? They are the identity of Jesus-truly and completely
God, truly and completely human, and the world's only Savior and Redeemer-and the
mission of Jesus-to live a sinless life in the place of his people, and to offer that life as a
sacrifice to redeem his people. Lacking knowledge of those secrets, the parables of
Jesus appear to be lessons about how to live as Christians. Knowing those secrets, the
parables are revealed as descriptions of how to have eternal life through the work of
Jesus-his sinless life, his sacrificial death, and his victorious resurrection.This book
guides the reader to understand the parables of Jesus according to the secrets of the
kingdom of heaven. It helps the reader to become that disciple described by Jesus:
"Every scribe who has been trained for the kingdom of heaven is like the master of a
house, who brings out of his treasure what is new and what is old" (Matthew 13:52).
Secrets of Heaven Revealed! It is by faith, grace, and the spirit of our Lord Jesus Christ
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power of our creator. Lord God Almighty has his own plan and purpose for our lives
unless he reveals them to you. Through Jesus Christ we can claim our ownership to the
kingdom of heaven. I dedicate this book of God to guide Christians and non-Christians
for their search and pursuit for the truth. I pray that reading this book will enrich and
transform your life. Also he will open your spiritual eyes so you may see; because he is
the way the truth and the life. (John 14:6)
The greatest teacher who ever lived, Jesus knew how to reach his audience where they
were at. Whether preaching to a group in parable or holding an intimate conversation,
he had an unequaled ability to get across the message that his listeners needed to
hear. His teachings in the Gospels speak no less directly to us today. But so rich in
meaning are the words of our incarnate God, so layered and profound his messages,
that often we fail to do more than scratch their surface. And over time, our habit of
superficial encounter with the Word can become self- perpetuating. In Secrets from
Heaven, Fr. Sebastian Walshe helps you break free from stale and familiar takes on the
Gospel, giving you new eyes to see and new ears to hear the inexhaustible depths of
Christ's wisdom. The Parable of the Sowers, the Good Samaritan, the Prodigal Son, the
woman caught in adultery - all these and more come alive in fresh ways, revealing
significant details and nuances, scriptural/historical connections, and testaments to
Christ's rhetorical and pedagogical genius that you've never noted before. You'll marvel
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and love just as those who heard him in person long ago. Nothing Jesus taught was
truly "secret" - he revealed the Father for all the world to see. But that doesn't mean his
revelation is simplistic. Read Secrets from Heaven and go deeper into the saving
mysteries of his life and words.
What is heaven like? What is your soul’s purpose? Can you unlock your divine
potential? With advances in modern medicine enabling more and more people to be
brought back from the brink of death, it is now possible to paint a vibrant picture of what
lies beyond. It is also possible to discover more about our spiritual destiny from near
death experiences. Each afterlife experience offers us powerful clues into our soul’s
purpose, and in this fascinating new book Theresa Cheung unveils these life-changing
truths, or insights, as the Ten Secrets of Heaven. It is only through our understanding of
their meaning on earth that we can discover heaven and eternal life. After explaining
each of the ten secrets, Theresa will show how heaven can disguise itself in aspects of
daily life, such as health, career, money, love & relationships and life goals, and also
during times of crisis, such as when we are depressed, grieving, lacking direction or
experiencing heartbreak. Truly understanding how the Ten Secrets of Heaven can be
harnessed for our wellbeing will bring enlightenment, peace and joy. It will also leave no
doubt that nothing in this life is as it seems and death is not the end.
“...In the night of the same day the Lord appeared to me and stood in my prayer room.
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at the same time all that He would say. Then Our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ spoke
to me and said....” - IYKE NATHAN UZORMA
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